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Attn Shannon Withers Barrister 

Dear Shannon 

Here is my latest Video I made yesterday 26 January 2016 fresh off the top of my head I am 

preparing myself to go to Waitangi to speak in front of all the Chiefs Taumata as crucial of the 

Serious Threat of TPPA Authority over our Title to these Lands is not settled of its Jurisdiction 

Sovereignty and Trading with other Countries without our Collective Taumata Authority. Or 

lack of Consultation is in breach of our Authority as Organic Land Title Holders 

 

I am leading the Legal Authority of decision making on behalf of the Confederation of Chiefs 

and our Sovereignty Flag of Admiralty is still a Private Contract as Beneficiaries of its British 

Crown King William IV Admiralty Status opposite the British Flag at Waitangi on land i am 

drafting Documents to seize back because of PM John Key TPPA Contract with foreign 

countries without CLEAR TITLE to these LANDS.  

 

And while we have the overriding Private Contract to Britain by this 1835 Declaration of 

Independence Flag and John Key has NO QUEEN here as Sovereign Authority the Public don’t 

know what is going on and we the Taumata is not taking any chances  

 

If John Key signs the Agreement of the 12 Nations TPPA then that is a direct THREAT of 

TREASON against me and my TAUMATA CHIEFS of these lands without the PRINCIPLE 

HAPU NATIVES TAUMATA Collective CONGRESS Legal and Lawful Sovereign Authority I 

am an Legal Advocate of to speak as a Native Assessor Creditor and Kings Bench Court Judge 

in any Court of a Common Law Court Please take note of this Video I am adopting  to all my 
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Legal Documentation for International Condemnation of Fraud Police State Law of their own 

Administration challenged in the KINGS BENCH COMMON LAW COURT. 

I am joining the NANTIONAL LIBERTY ALLIANCE Group to combat Police Corruption in 

this country. I want you to apply these principles before it gets worse on the Judges part of Fraud 

as it appears the Judges are making serious decisions on Police Performance as dismal as it is.  

 

They NZ POLICE Corporations TRUSTS are demonstrating CRIME themselves within their 

Department and I make this well known to my Audience watching on facebookyoutubegoogle 

and twitter over 6 years now a pattern of POLICE OFFENDING against the Public of New 

Zealand  

 

I am showing what the Police are doing HURTING ME, INJURED ME, COMPROMISED my 

HEALTH by NATALIE FLOWERDEW BROWN taking my MEDICATION away as from me 

dependent on it to keep me ALIVE as BARBARIC behavior of a CRIMNAL FRAUDSTER I 

accused her of PERFORMING at the EXPENSE of NZ POLICE Department I already have 

LEVY DEBTORED into the British Debtor Company AYNAX LTD and I pay them for this 

service and the British Military my PRIVATE CONTRACT Business Partners. 

 

 I am showing my Professional LEGAL PERFORMANCE in Public VIEW that they see all my 

FACTS AFFIDAVITS PRIVATE INFORMATION STATEMENTS ACCUSATIONS FIRST 

before the JUDGE POLICE LAWYERS GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS GOT the EVIDENCE 

FIRST they got it LAST! So now that everything I DO is TRANSPARENT and DISCLOSED to 

a COMMON PEOPLE and or a COMMON LAW COURT OF JUSTICE then it’s really solved 

the problem bar the JUDGES lack thereof this INFORMATION he now has to share with the 

New Zealand Public. Who got it FIRST! 

 

. In this case we are in a COMMERCIAL CONTRACT COURT where Detective Natalie 

Flowerdew-Brown ENFORCED her own Personal LEGAL CONTRACT Documents on a 

LEGAL PERSON according to its Language Form of Documentation not me the Natural person. 

She has a MOTIVE to HIDE an IDENTITY within those Legal Fiction NAMES in Capitals as 

Mr. WANOA or John HOANI WANOA or WANOA or WANOA John or HOANI WANOA or 

John WANOA which is not in my normal everyday Language unique name language.  

 

So she was instrumental in forging these names which I instruct you to ask the Judge that I 

challenge her CLAIM to these names as the Signatory to extract money from those names 

Financial Value Inheritance INTERESTS which I want you to say that I as the natural man 

signed Documents to release me from Prison and what part of any CLAIM does that Represent in 

this Inheritance I claim that she and any other Third Party to that MONEY what it appears to be 

that you were paid by for LEGAL AID Existed from WHOSE BENEFICIARY ACCOUNT 

Shannon?  

 

I want to know who signed for the DEAD PERSON to that account which should have gone into 

my own ANZ BANK ACCOUBNT Queen St Auckland ACCOUNT 06 0869 0539870 00 but I 

did not see it there when I checked. SO WHOSE CORPOIRATE TRUST ACCOUNT did this 

MONEY to you go into before your employer  "VULCAN CHAMBERS" CORPORATE 

TRUST ACCOUNT got their MONEY? And I want to know who is using these names that look 

like mine but I have no control over YET?  

 



Natalie Flowerrdew-Brown arrested the wrong man John HoaniKahakiWanoa. 

I had nothing to do with those Legal persons she created on her Documents and so I ask you to 

ask the Judge to say I have an Interest in where is that INHERITANCE to those names that you 

paid yourselves from. "NZ POLICE" "MT EDEN PRISON", "AUCKLAND DISTRICT 

COURT", "VULCAN CHAMBERS" "Natalie FLOWERDEW-BROWN" "FLOWERDEW 

BROWN" Dead Entities all got paid out of this Myseterious "BENEFICIARY ACCOUNT" I 

instruct you to ask the (JUDGE) of the COURT and its SHERIFF "REGISTRAR" who is the 

CLAIMANT of that "BENEFICIARY TRUST" I have a legal right to know as I think it is more 

my CLAIM of OWNERSHIP to!  

 

I demand you to CHALLENGE Natalie FLOWERDEW-BROWN the ACCUSER 

RESPONDENT "AGENT " of the "Crown" Corporation and her employer "NZ POLICE" Dead 

person to me the ACCUSED CLAIMANT "PRINCIPLE" Live man John Wanoa what Financial 

VALUE INHERITANCE INTEREST does she or NZ POLICE have in those names looking like 

mine and stealing money from an Account made to look like they are Real persons or fake 

persons ADMINISTERING the BENEFICIARY ACCOUNT as if they are ME John 

HoanuWanoa?  

 

This is the CRIMINAL OFFENCE I want you to AS the COURT for answers and if you don’t 

get the right answers then DISMISS the case as LACK OF EVIDENCE on the part of Natalie 

Flowerdew-Brown CIB LEGAL DOCUMENTS are  CRIMINAL CONSTRUCTIVE 

CONTRACT FRAUD and not in the PUBLICS INTEREST as a FRAUDULENT 

BENEFICIARY IMPERSONATOR IMPOSTER with Criminal Intent to DEFRAUD me a 

Common Law Man and my Financial VALUE INTEREST in what the Police are doing 

ILLEGALLY I say the COURT AWARD me a WRIT to RECOVER ALL LEVY DEBTS 

OWED to me by these named photographed publicly displayed CRIMINALS. 

I instruct you to get the Transcripts of all my Court Hearings and in particular my first hearing in 

front of Judge Grant Frazer who found me innocent of the Offences but to stress the Point I made 

in Public Statements in front of my two daughters at that Court Hearing with my Chief of the 

TeTiiMarae in Waitangi TAUMATA last man on his feet Chief heard me say clearly to the 

Judge these words of Legal Effect and Enforceable in DUE COURSE Pope Francis Public 

Statements I took as Crucial to my Court Hearing that between 23rd September 2015 and the 

16th July 2016 these NWO New World Order VATICAN CITY LAWS became the New LAW 

overriding all Corporations and Trusts he destroyed of its LEGAL POWER! That affected this 

Court I stood in front of being Tried as Illegitimate and out of ORDER of JURISDICTION over 

my LEGAL TITLE AUTHORITY as a "MOAI CROWN KING WILLIAM IV NATIVE 

ASSESOR SHERIFF" acting under BRITISH UK WESTMINSTER PARLIAMENT 

ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION, 1835 CONSTITUTION SOVEREIGNTY FLAG 

AUTHORITY. 

Transcripts for words I spoke as; 

1/ You have no Queen above your Head your honor 

2/ You have no Sovereignty of a Queen in your Court 



3/ You have no Jurisdiction over my Jurisdiction in this Court 

4/ You cannot extract money from my beneficiary account as if you are me the beneficiary of 

that account The Pope said in statements; you cannot use his laws on me to the bond money you 

are using to release me from prison. (He then said well you will have to remain in custody) I was 

under duress in a situation of extortion on me the natural person and someone a legal person 

acting in statute Jurisdiction of this court. That is a Statute Law person who is helping 

themselves to an account that I have an interest in more than the Statute Law Dead person I want 

Identified as Criminal Fraud Benefit Fraud, Bank Lien Mortgage Admiralty Fraud, as the Motive 

to commit fraud against Public Interest. Whose interest is this account for? 

5/ "That is not the Detective who damaged my natural body and me my personal property. That 

detective is not Natalie Flowerdew-Brown and her Documents that lady is using on me is 

corrupted New Zealand Law. She is talking to a Dead person on her Documents and not me in 

lower case letters the natural man".  

 

She is talking to a DEAD MAN on her Legal Documents as if its me the natural man she is a 

Third Party to the Corrupted Documents that clearly show discrepancies I want the Judge to 

dismiss the two offenses and arrest the people who injured me each one in my Private capacity 

Shannon please settle with the Judge and rule in my favor. 

6/ "The Registrar is the Sheriff responsible for Administering CIB Detective Natalie Flowerdew-

Brown Forged Legal Documents" Documents that are not Authenticated with "Crown" Seals, 

Sovereign Seals, Court Jurisdiction Seals, NZ Police Seals for the signatories of a mystery 

Beneficiary BANK Account as impersonating the true living persons Signatories embezzled 

extorted stolen forged tampered with, manipulated for the Beneficiaries of "NZ POLICE" "MT 

EDEN PRISON" and "AUCKLAND DISTRICT COURT" " Corporate Companies.And not the 

Beneficiary John HoaniKahakiWanoa Beneficiary it should have gone to before paying these 

DEAD ENTITIES! 

7/ "Judge Grant Frazer you are the TRUUSTEE of this "AUCKLAND DISTRICT COURT" 

Contract Court, which is the Corporate "TRUST" I am telling you Pope Francis Destroyed all 

TRUSTS and CORPORATIONS throughout the World and includes you too his Laws you are 

using against me in this Court. 

8/ Judge Grant Frazer found me not guilty at that point. I rest my case. I knew I could have said 

to the Judge than you I will now leave this Court as a free man. But I needed to catch the 

Fraudsters and remained the rest of the Fraud encounter to catch the criminals out.  

 

So I will meet you in the Court House at 8 30 am or before 9 am with my Native Assessor and 

my nephew from East Coast Desmond Wanoa who is my Administration and Marae Spokesman 

Rangatira (Speaks Maori)  

Regards, 

John HoaniKahakiWanoa 

Customary Legal Advocate Royalist Assignee Creditor 

Here is the latest Video I want you to give to the Judge to clear this Case in a settlement in 

Private please Shannon It can be dealt with legally without any further damaging effect on this 



Court Judge Reputation if he rules it as a Police mistake for him to grant me a WRIT to seize my 

property and debts outstanding against the people I accused then leave me to my devices and 

legal assistance and treat this Fraud case as exceptional and restored Court Justice NZ Police v 

John HoaniWanoa settled transferred to a fraud land transaction case evidence against the land 

owners James Pierce Brown and Simon Brent Rowntree WRIT of Seize the land into "MOAI 

KING WILLIAM IV TRUST" for the Commonwealth of the World KINGS Common People 

and NA ATUA E WA AOTEA LIMITED Corporation for the New Zealand public share 

Company Registered Corporation  

Please note that Paumea Horton McKay has his Copyright Documents of his CREE CASE as 

Case Precedent applied to Cook Street Case whether he has valuable information assessment to 

add legal weight to my case, then I base this on your estimation of his cost to assist me get a 

result if any to clear the Police out of my way so that I can legally seize 77 Cook Street and all 

that is owed to me in my own choice of Court Justice. So let me know the value of his interest 

input please and I will settle his account from what I get from Cook Street Property Land 

Property Bank Accounts Assets Seizure to defray costs to recover their debts. I do not want 

Redress or Compensation of any sort from the Court.. I specifically instruct you to get a 

settlement between me and natural woman Natalie Flowerdew- Brown an employee of New 

Zealand Police CIB Auckland Central Station, now she is conveniently spirited away to Solomon 

Islands on Duty as New Zealand Police Detective still as a Police employee I LIABLED as a 

single criminal fraudster person for her major part in conspiring to defraud me, my Land Rent 

HapuTaumata Chiefs and the public of New Zealand, financial value inheritance and Bank 

Investment Mortgage Lien Interests of New Zealand. She has openly corrupted NZ LAW and I 

have advertised this fact online as I do with other Fraud Criminals I have accused and they 

named identified has stayed silent or ran into hiding. 

Paumea McKay has graphically explained to you clearly what he knows will assist my case from 

his case information I have signed the Documents for the public Court Record is out there in the 

Media with this Video about Natalie Flowerdew-Brown Conspired to Defrauding the Public 

Interests in Value Instruments that has a person’s name impersonated to a hidden Beneficiary 

Account that she knew was going to land her in a lot of seious problems now that its publically 

notified on facebook as admissible evidence in the High Court in London. As she must Respond 

to my allegations herself personally and 40 other persons I have identified as Accessories to her 

Tampering with a Mortgage Fraud Land Title Claim I am the Beneficiary of that someone is 

Claiming my Inheritance to I want you to point this out to the Judge to save face of a Legal 

System I say is Corrupted by my Accusers who I accuse are the Offenders and not me as I have 

broken no NZ Lawas I see it from Judge Frazers Decision. It was the NZ Police who opened a 

new case after he found me innocent is ironic blatant misuse of your professional Practice that 

the Police can Demonize you and your New Zealand BAR ASSOCIATION LAW. 

Whatever Paumea has to offer as adding weight to my case shall not compromise me or the 

Court to compensate by using the Strawman Beneficiary account that has those names created to 

mirror my real name and its Beneficiary PRN Number 199536 Please find this Account and who 

signed that money off to who? I want an Inventory of this Hidden Account to see what is in its 

INHERITANCE VALUE and who is ADMINISTERING its MONEY Dispersal I have a Legal 

Right to CLAIM It or that DEAD PERSON, I do want to find who is stealing from it and how 

long and I want an AUDIT of that ACCOUNT from my BIRTH CERTIFICATE Number 08 

August 1949 HoaniWanoa Accounts Natural Person Signatory where is this persons account 

WHO HAS THE LEGITIMATE OWNERSHIP TO? That’s the BENEFIT FRAUD I want 



Investigated and DISCLOSED to me I think it’s me the rightful CLAIMANT and not the NZ 

POLICE or AUCKLAND DISTRICT COURT or anyone else signing to get the money.I want a 

breakdown of that Account please and Paumea must not in any way act as if he is me the 

CLAIMANT! For any organization to claim a Strawman account with these names on it or claim 

to my information than his CREE CASE Copyright. The MIRANDA REPORT is online as free 

information as is this Video of National Liberty Alliance Common Law Court Video Courses 

that I am using for Sheriffs in 250 Countries I am putting this Flag in on my website 

moaipowerhouse.com 

I do not want my case appearing to look like a scam claiming the Strawman money as 

compensation of what Paumea is claiming on behalf of the UN Marshals which has nothing to do 

with me. They have their own way of dealing with their Legal Problems. Mine comes from Chief 

Taumata for the benefit of Communities and People of the world and not Maori as such. I am 

representing King William IV and his Legal Authority to his Natives here in New Zealand and 

his Common Law People of the World. The Assets and Property I recover belongs to the Kings 

Common Law People in the World. MoaiHapuTaumata just happens to be his Legal Commercial 

Trading Bank Partners MOAI HAPU Creditors Instrument CONTRACT FLAG 

SOVEREIGNTY Partners. MOAI KING WILLIAM IV HAPU are not the Queen Elizabeth II 

Partners that’s John Key and his MAORI IWI Contract Partners 1840 TREATY OF WAITANGI 

Debtors Instruments. 

Paumea is conducting his own Case over this Property to the Court himself and it must not 

contradict my British UK Title Inheritance for the TaumataKaumatua of NgaPuhi and the rest of 

HapuTaumata in New Zealand as a Confederation of HAPU TRIBES 1835 Declaration of 

Independence Flag of KING WILLIAM IV Admiralty Court Martial Law  

 

I have warned Paumea and any person using the MOAI CROWN KING WILLIAM IV SEALS 

CROWNS or Legal Documents that they will get Levy Debtor d with these Documents unique to 

MOAI CROWN FEDERAL STATE GOVERNMENT OF THE WORLD Jurisdiction Authority. 

 

https://youtu.be/kPMStej7g5c 

 

https://youtu.be/V5LzCgGJGv4 

 

http://nationallibertyalliance.org/habeas-corpus 
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